CCM Wind Ensemble  
Dr. Angela Holt, director

Flute  
Kyung Ho Ko  
Chung-Hsien Lee  
Yue Liang  
Jungmin Park

Oboe/English horn  
Elizabeth Daily  
Emily Damelio  
Harim Jeong  
Philip Kim

Clarinet  
Randell Bertsche  
Andrew Burton  
Danielle Mahone  
Jenni Moss  
Nick Treoher  
Marvin Valarezo  
Kenny Venskus

Bassoon  
Stefan Lang  
Will Lawson  
Cody Tripp

Saxophone  
Austin Atkinson  
Emily Jordan  
Sam Lana  
Yafei Lin

Horn  
Andrew Davis  
Julia Higgins  
Michael Sgrecci  
Ilycia Silver  
Matthew Wright

Trumpet  
Hunter Blair  
Aaron Carpenter  
Raymond Haim  
Tim Howard  
Julia Lott  
Mike Wertz

Trombone  
Connor Howard  
Alex Kruzel  
James Pyne  
Josh Omats

Tuba  
Alvin Ashlaw  
Kevin LaPoint

Double Bass  
Jason Gekker

Percussion  
David Abraham  
Sam Bradshaw  
Taylor Eddinger  
Aaron Kaspi  
Kayleigh Overmyer  
Brian Rubino

Piano  
Brian Diller

Harp  
Faith Diehl
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For tickets and the latest performance information, please call the CCM Box Office at (513) 556-4183.

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.

University of Cincinnati is an accredited institution of the National Association of Schools of Music, the National Association of Schools of Theatre, and the National Association of Schools of Dance, and is a member of the University/Resident Theatre Association.
PROGRAM

The Pines of Rome
IV. The Pines of the Appian Way
Ottorino Respighi
(1879-1936)
arr. C.S. White
CCM Brass Choir
C.S. White, conductor

Recitation Book
David Maslanka
(b. 1943)
The Torrential Quartet
Mark Harrison, alto saxophone
Caleb Burkhardt, alto saxophone
Samuel Lana, tenor saxophone
Kyle Kidwell, baritone saxophone

Der Erlkonig
Franz Schubert
(1797-1828)
Simon Barrad, bass baritone
Maria Fuller, piano

Who Do You Think We Are?
Eddy Kwon
(b. 1989)
MyCINCINNATI Ambassadors

“Jupiter” from The Planets
Gustav Holst
(1874-1934)
arr. Erik Morales
CCM Trumpet Ensemble

In The Mood
Joe Garland
(1903-1977)
arr. Glenn Miller
Frank Meacham
(b. 1948)
arr. Jerry Gray
American Patrol
UC Bearcat Jazz Band
Dr. Terren L. Frenz, director

Kyrie from Mass in G minor
Ralph Vaughan Williams
(1872-1958)
arr. Chris Rolfes
Chris Rolfes, Aaron Boyle, Drew Ziemba,
Ryan Mefford, flugelhorn

Suite for Flute & Jazz Trio
I. Baroque & Blue
Claude Bolling
(b. 1930)
Nave Graham, flute Brian Diller, piano Jason Gekker, bass
Aaron Kaspi, set

Cadence
B.J. Brooks
(b. 1975)
CCM Wind Ensemble, UC Bearcat Drumline
Nick Angelis, soloist
Dr. Angela Holt, conductor

Brass Choir
Timothy Northcut, conductor

Trumpet
Hunter Blair
Aaron Boyle
Javian Brabham
Raymond Haim
Christian Luce
Ryan Mefford
Noa Miller
Chris Rolfes
Gejia Xiao
Drew Ziemba

Trombone
Alex Kruzel
Alex McCoy
Aaron Recchia
Tony Tang
Maggie Vetter

Euphonium
Anneliese Feist
Daniel Turchyn

Horn
Andrew Davis
Yu-Chang Wang
Nicholas Miller
Eric Morin
Michael Sgrecci
Ilycia Silver

Tuba
Matthew Gray
Jimmy Hendricks
Preston Light

Saxophone
Stewart Campbell
Haley Drewyor
Robert Hodge
Patrick Tufts
Liz Daily
Zach Frasca

Bass
A.J. Gedney

Set
Josh Reedy

Guitar
Steve Otto

UC Bearcat Jazz Band
Dr. Terren L. Frenz, director

Trumpet
Matt Hartman
Joe Herzog
Lydia Smoot
Ray Peng
Jacob Wise

CCM Trumpet Ensemble

MyCINCINNATI Ambassadors
Eddy Kwon, director

Eddy Kwon, violin, voice, & composition
Rashel Flores, violin
Kalla Ervin, violin
Sebastian Schemmel, violin
Kerrie Lee, viola
Keyonte Ervin, cello
Ziyad Tooles, bass